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Executive Summary

The cast-as-intended verifiability of the system (as outlined in Theorem 1) de-
pends on the secrecy of the short Choice Return Codes and particularly the secu-
rity of the symmetric encryptions of the short choice return codes in CMtable.

In the current specification this assumption does not hold because CMtable
contains enough information to reconstruct the secret keys used to encrypt the
short choice return codes.

I have deliberately kept my explanation brief since I think the flaw is easy
to recognise when pointed out. However, I am happy to answer any question
that may arise.

1 12.1.1.7 GenCMTable

For completeness I repeat the relevant parts of 12.1.1.7 here.

1. ...

2. ...

3. ...

4. Generate random short Choice Return Codes CCid,i ←$ Ccc for each
voting option vi ∈ v and each voter id ∈ ID. Let vector ccid ←
(CCid,i)id∈ID, and CC the N × n-matrix with each row set to ccid.

5. ...

6. Generate the Return Codes Mapping table CMtable:

• Compute hashes hlCCid,i ← H(lCCid,i) and hlVCCid ← H(lVCCid).
Then derive the symmetric encryption keys skccid,i, skvccid using
the key derivation function KDF (see section 6).

skccid,i ← KDF(hlCCid,i, 16) ∀i ∈ (1, ..., n), ∀id ∈ ID

skvccid ← KDF(hlVCCid, 16) ∀id ∈ ID
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• Symmetrically encrypt the short Choice Return Codes ccid with the
Choice Return Code encryption symmetric keys skccid and the short
Vote Cast Return Code VCCid with the Vote Cast Return Code
encryption symmetric key skvccid.

ctCCid,i ← Encs(CCid,i; skccid,i) ∀i ∈ (1, ..., n), ∀id ∈ ID

ctVCCid ← Encs(VCCid; skvccid)

• Map the long Return Codes (long Choice Return Codes lCCid,i and
long Vote Cast Return Code lVCCid) to the encrypted short Return
Codes (short Choice Return Codes ccid and short Vote Cast Return
Code VCCid)

CMtableid ←
{
{[H(lCCid,i), ctCCid,i]}ni=1, [H(lVCCid), ctVCCid]

}
• Set the Return Codes Mapping table CMtable← {CMtableid}id∈ID.

• Shuffle the table’s entries to avoid trivial correlation.

7. Update the LogsPO: LogsPO ← LogsPO ∪ CMtable The algorithm re-
turns (CC,vcc,CMtable).

1.1 Attack

Any party with access to CMtableid can recover every entry in ccid as follows,
for each entry (H(lCCid,i), ctCCid,i) in CMtableid

ccid,∗ ← Decs(ctCCid,i;KDF(H(lCCid,i), 16))

We have denoted the exact code as ∗ since the table was shuffled.
On its own this does not (always) give the adversary a perfect attack since

the table was shuffled but it will improve it’s chances very significantly when
the number of voting options is low.

1.2 Suggested Fix

The attack can be easily fixed in a number of different ways. For example by
changing step 6 so that

CMtableid ←
{
{[H(1||lCCid,i), ctCCid,i]}ni=1, [H(1||lVCCid), ctVCCid]

}
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